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May 29,2002 

Chief Counsel’s Offrce 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
1700 G. Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20552 

Artention Docket No. 2002-17 

Dear Chief Counsel: 

1 am writing regarding the proposed n&making captioned above. The pnmary concern 
that I have is the removal of prepayment penalties from the list of applicable regulations 
for state chartered housing creditors. 

I believe the OTS has erred in many of its assumptions regarding this issue 

The greatest mistake 1s your assumption that the Alternative Mortgage Transactron Parity 
Act does not apply to credit that has a fixed term and fixed rate. Indeed, that is what was 
n-npaired at the time of the Parity Act’s inception and therefore shows in the Findings 
section of the act. Arguably, that condition still exists today since we see a plethora of 
adjustable-rate, balloon and other alternative programs. The definition of an “alternative 
mortgage transaction” under l(B.) and l(C) of the act clearly shows that Congress 
intended the act to cover certain fixed-rate, fixed-term loans that were not “traditional.” 
It goes so far as to give an example of a non-traditional fixed-rate, fixed-term loan that 
would be considered an alternatrve mortgage. “. transactions that involve the sharing of 
equity or appreciation.” Since the act provides for call or balloon features on fixed-rate 
mortgages in 1 (B.). one cannot possibly read l(C) without referring back to l(B.). The 
wording is very clear in l(C.) since it says “. .any similar Qpe of rate, method of 
determining return, term, repayment, or...“. Notice that the word “or” is used, not 
“and” demonstrating that any method of determining return other than straight, fixed 
amortization is considered alternative. Some have insisted that since some fixed-rate 
mortgages have prepayment penalties they are “common.” This can be disproved with 
existing data. To my knowledge, only thrifts are so bold as to charge prepayment 
penalties on fixed-rate, fixed-term mortgages. I challenge you to find even one percent 
of fixed-rate, fixed-term mortgages that have a prepayment penalty. 

You also state under “Background” that thePanty Act applies to “.. .loans with any 
alternative payout features that vary from conventional fixed-rate, fixed-term mortgage 
loans. ..“. It appears in the rule’s own language that only “conventional fixed-rate” or in 
the words of Congress “traditional” loans were the intention of Congress to be excluded 
from the Parity Act. Thus a loan with a prepayment payout although fixed m rate and 
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